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profit by attracting customers to these fake reviews.
That is not to say that online reviews are not helpful, in
fact, online reviews can be helpful by helping customers
understand if he should or should not buy a product, but
blind trust on these reviews is treacherous for both the seller
and buyer. Moreover, business owners might allure people
to writes good reviews about them and then hire someone to
write awful reviews about their competitor's products or
services. These fake reviews are considered review spam
and can have a great impact in the online marketplace.

Abstract: A customer’s decision to purchase a product or
service are primarily influenced by online reviews. Customers use
online reviews, which are valuable sources of information to
understand the public opinion on products and/or services.
Dependability on online reviews can give rise to the potential
concern that violator could give deceitful reviews in order to
synthetically promote or decry products and services. This
practice is known as Opinion Spam, where spammers manipulate
reviews by making fake, untruthful, or deceptive reviews to get
profit and boost their products, and devalue a competitor’s
products. In order to tackle this issue, we propose to build a fraud
risk management system and removal model. This captures
fraudulent transactions based on user behaviors and network,
analyses them in real-time using Data Mining, and accurately
predicts the suspicious users and transactions. In this system, we
use two algorithms NLP and TF-IDF to differentiate between
fake and genuine reviews or feedback received by the customers
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I.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Yuming Lin, et.al describes that detecting spam reviews
is important for current e-commerce applications. In his
paper, he and his team explore the issue on fake review
reduce online opinion spam. Firstly, the characteristics of
fake reviews are examined. Then, based on review contents
and reviewer behaviours, six-time sensitive features are
proposed to highlight the fake reviews. And then, to spot the
fake reviews as soon as possible, we develop supervised
solutions and a threshold-based solution. The experimental
results show that their methods can identify the fake reviews
orderly with high accuracy and recall. [1]
Huayi Li, et.al talked about how online reviews have
become an increasingly important resource for decision
making and product designing. But reviews systems are
often battered by opinion spamming. Even though for years,
fake review detection has been studied by researchers using
supervised learning, direct observation of large datasets is
still unavailable and most of existing approaches of
supervised learning are not based real fake reviews.
Working with Dianping, the largest Chinese review hosting
site, they presented the first reported work on fake review
detection in Chinese with filtered reviews from Dianping’s
fake review detection system. Their algorithm has a very
high accuracy, but the recall is hard to know. The fake
reviews detected by the system are almost surely fake but
the remaining reviews may not be all genuine. It is more
appropriate to treat it as an unlabelled set since the unknown
set may contain many fake reviews. This calls for the model
of PU learning. By controlling the complex dependencies
among reviews, users and IP addresses, they first propose a
collective classification algorithm called Multi-typed
Heterogeneous Collective Classification (MHCC) and then
extend it to Collective Positive and Unlabelled learning
(CPU). [2] Hence, the critical source of information and
feedback about products are online reviews.

INTRODUCTION

T

he internet is continuing to grow in size and
importance, and hence the quantity and impact of online
reviews is increasing continuously as well. Reviews can
influence people of all areas but notably e-commerce is one
of the most important aspect, where comments and reviews
regarding products and services are often the most
convenient and easy way for buyers to make a decision on
whether or not to buy a product. Whenever we buy any
product online on any online sites like amazon.com,
flipkart.com, and many others, we first tend to check for the
products reviews. If we think the product has nice and
glorious reviews, we tend to immediately press the buy
button, trusting these reviews. Even though most of these
reviews are from genuine customers posting and sharing
their feedback, there is a huge possibility that some of these
reviews might be fake that are given to synthetically gain
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[3] Deceiving or spam reviews refers to any unprompted and
unneeded fats about the product and services. Spammers put
together bogus audits approximately the competitor’s
products. [4] Deceptive or spam reviews are ones done by
scammers. [5]
In this way, forged reviews has been a
major concern for customers to decide which products to
purchase. [6] Lately, the WWW has greatly changed the
way for conveying the insights. Online reviews can come
from tweets, blog posts and many more online resources like
survey destination, new locales, net based totally enterprise
destinations. [7]
Customers explore reachable reviews and take decisions
on where to shop for the products. [8]
III.

4) Creating a table for documents per words
5) Calculating IDF and generating a matrix
6) TF-IDF calculation and generation of a matrix
7) Scoring sentences
8) Finding threshold
9) Summary Generation
V.

UML DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

PROPOSED SYSTEM

A.

Problem Definition
Spammers might furnace and make fake reviews in
order to artificially promote or devalue the product’s quality
and services. Now, customers could be deceived to make
wrong decisions because of such behaviour of spammers.
Therefore, detecting fake reviews is significantly important.
B.

Fig. 2. UML Diagram of System

System Architecture
VI.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, we know that now-a-days technology is
growing day by day, and there are so many websites and
applications available online that sell their products, and
every single product have millions if not gazillions of
reviews, And since most people decide to buy the products
mostly judging by these convenient reviews, there is a need
to make sure that there are some genuine reviews out there.
Here is where out project will help users buy the right
product by doing analysis and then if fake reviews are found
from any IP address consistently as well as if the user ID are
similar then the admin can take action against such users. In
this way, we can monitor the fake reviews made on any
product and hence saving the customer form any huge loss.
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C.
Explanation of System Architecture
There are three stages in our system:
1)
Preprocessing: Preprocessing consist of removing
any punctuation made on the reviews. Along with it any stop
words, for example, “the”, “a”, “an”, “in”,” and” are
removed. Any lemmatized words are also removed like say,
words “am”, “are”, “is” will become “be”. After all this we
move on to the next stage Feature Extract
2)
Feature Extract: In feature extraction, we apply two
algorithms, NLP and TF-IDF. We use NLP to predict if
reviews are positive or negative. This is done by bag of
words. TF-IDF is used to analysis the importance of a word
by analyzing and checking the keyword’s relevance
throughout internet.
3)
Classifier: We use Support Vector Machine for
classifying fake reviews from the genuine ones.
IV.

ALGORITHM OF PROPOSED SYTEM

1) Sentence Tokenization
2) Create the Frequency matrix
3) Term Frequency calculation and generating a matrix
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